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Don’t Misunderstand Me…I Want Your Vote! 
Political Talk Edition 

By Merrilee Kimble & Jason Myers 
 
 

Third Book Introduced to the Runaway Hit Series Don’t Misunderstand Me Pokes Fun at Politics. 
 

 

Don’t Misunderstand Me…I Want Your Vote – Political Talk Edition (ISBN: 978-0-615-24981-0) is now available in 
paperback and to Amazon Kindle customers. 
 
Just as the 2008 Presidential campaigns heat up, this humorous new book from Merrilee Kimble & Jason Myers takes a 
look at the consummate bottleneck in our political system…politicians.  Forget banging your head against the wall in 
frustration over political banter.  It’s time to sit back, relax and read a humor-filled and, dare we say, sarcastic and perhaps 
even brutally honest view of what politicians say versus what they might actually mean. 
 
Merrilee Kimble and Jason Myers turn frustration into laughter with Don’t Misunderstand Me…I Want Your Vote – 
Political Talk Edition.  They set out to gather some of the phrases politicians like to repeat, in some form or fashion, ad 
nauseam. They then put on their thinking hats to determine what politicians might actually be thinking when they speak 
these phrases. When they say they want to save the world and cut taxes, are they really thinking “Yeah, right” or perhaps 
“When pigs fly”?  
 
It seems there is no end in sight to the political routine. Politicians continue to spread their messages, and the voting 
public grows more and more disenfranchised with the process. So what are we to do? In the authors’ opinion, laughter is 
good medicine. After all, why spend your life taking things seriously when you have the choice to lower the frustration 
threshold and just enjoy some good laughter? The authors have captured all of the little political thoughts in words, with 
illustrations by Merrilee Kimble. 
 
After you read this book, we hope you find yourself wondering what politicians are really thinking when they speak, and 
then replace a few moments of frustration with your own laughter. 
 
ABOUT THE AUTHORS: 
Merrilee Kimble and Jason Myers have also written the companion books:  Don’t Misunderstand Me – I Love 
You…Most of the Time – Relationship Conversation Edition and Don’t Misunderstand Me…I Think You’re a Moron 
– Office Conversation Edition. Realizing that people consistently cope with their work or relationship-related stress with 
either frustration or laughter, the authors chose to focus in on the latter with their first two books.  If you’re looking for a 
humor-filled and, dare we say, sarcastic or perhaps even brutally honest view of day-to-day misunderstandings either at 
the office or in your relationship…sit back, relax and read on. 
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ISBN: 978-0-6151-6665-0 

Price: $16.95 
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